Abstract. The FDA proposed a parametric tolerance interval (PTI) test at the October 2005 Advisory Committee meeting as a replacement of the attribute (counting) test for delivered dose uniformity (DDU), published in the 1998 draft guidance for metered dose inhalers (MDIs) and dry powder inhalers (DPIs) and the 2002 final guidance for inhalation sprays and intranasal products. This article (first in a series of three) focuses on the test named by the FDA "87.5% coverage." Unlike a typical two-sided PTI test, which controls the proportion of the DDU distribution within a target interval (coverage), this test is comprised of two onesided tests (TOST) designed to control the maximum amount of DDU values in either tail of the distribution above and below the target interval. Through simulations, this article characterizes the properties and performance of the proposed PTI-TOST under different scenarios. The results show that coverages of 99% or greater are needed for a batch to have acceptance probability 98% or greater with the test named by the FDA "87.5% coverage" (95% confidence level), while batches with 87.5% coverage have less than 1% probability of being accepted. The results also illustrate that with this PTI-TOST, the coverage requirement for a given acceptance probability increases as the batch mean deviates from target. The accompanying articles study the effects of changing test parameters and the test robustness to deviations from normality.
INTRODUCTION
Uniformity of dose as delivered by an inhalation device or nasal spray has long been viewed as one of the key quality attributes of orally inhaled and nasal drug products (OINDP). Historically, FDA used an attribute (counting) test for control of DDU, which included a "zero-tolerance" component, i.e., a requirement that no observation within a sample be outside pre-set limits. Detailed descriptions of such tests were included in the Agency's draft and final guidances for industry (1, 2) . Those tests had several counter-productive features, such as penalizing the producer for increased testing irrespective of batch quality (3) . With the recent regulatory initiatives to modernize approaches to pharmaceutical manufacturing and controls came the opportunity to improve DDU testing by using PTI methods. After discussions with the industry through a joint working group of the Advisory Committee for Pharmaceutical Science (ACPS), the agency developed and presented at an ACPS meeting a particular PTI test (4) , which was recommended as a replacement for the previous non-parametric attribute testing.
In general, a PTI test uses parameter estimates (such as mean and standard deviation) of the underlying data distribution in order to construct a statistical interval to make a decision regarding the batch disposition (e.g., a pass/fail decision) based on the outcome of testing. The exact structure (formulas, coefficients, limiting values, etc.) and protocol of the test (the number of inhalers to be tested, the number of doses and at what life-stage within multidose inhalers to be collected, the number of inhaler actuations per DDU observation, the number of tiers and rules for going to the next tier, etc.), taken together, define a specific PTI test and determine its performance characteristics. Without specifying all such details, a PTI test description is incomplete and cannot be directly implemented. Each completely defined PTI test is unique in that it behaves differently in response to a given situation. The discussion in this article pertains only to the PTI-TOST and may not be applicable to other PTI tests. The article explores in detail the characteristics of the PTI-TOST identified by FDA as "95% confidence level, 87.5% coverage, target interval=80-120% of the label claim (LC), sample size=20+40 DDU observations in the 1 st +2 nd tier, each inhaler being tested in the beginning and end of container life." The article purposefully does not address the suitability of this test as a standard for inhalation products because such determination would depend on a specific product's data.
Characterizing other types of PTI tests and commenting on the PTI-TOST acceptance criteria are outside the scope of this paper.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This work is based on statistical simulations using the Monte Carlo technique, by sampling with replacement from a normal distribution and following the sampling scheme specified below.
Assumptions and Notation
DDU measures the amount of drug substance delivered by an OINDP. For multidose products, where the dose and dose uniformity may change as the inhaler unit is being emptied, measurements on the unit are made at the beginning of unit (BOU) and the end of unit (EOU), which are sometimes also referred to as the beginning and end of use, respectively. For example, if a unit is labeled to contain 120 actuations, BOU is typically determined by collecting the first dose after priming (if priming is required) and EOU by collecting the dose near or at the labeled number of actuations. The dose is understood to be the number of actuations that comprise the minimum patient dose. For single-dose OINDPs, which do not have life stages, the analysis presented in this paper applies if twice the number of OINDP units is used (to obtain the same total sample size N).
For the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that the units within a batch and the BOU and EOU measurements, which are collected from each unit, are all independent and come from a univariate normal distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ, except where specified otherwise. The observed DDU values represent a sample from the population of all possible DDU values in a given batch. The population parameters μ and σ are within-batch parameters and are likely to change from batch to batch; therefore, different combinations of μ and σ are considered throughout the paper. For a particular batch, the estimates for μ and σ are given by X and s, the sample mean and sample standard deviation from a sample of size N.
In this article, for a two-tier test, N 1 denotes the sample size (number of DDU observations) in the first tier, and N 2 is the number of additional DDU observations in the second tier, so that N 1 +N 2 =N gives the total sample size for a complete test. In the PTI-TOST, the number of inhalers used is N/2 for multi-dose products because each inhaler is tested twice-at the beginning and end-life stages of the units.
Parametric Tolerance Interval Two One-Sided Tests
A hypothetical normal distribution of doses (x) within a batch with mean µ and standard deviation σ is represented in Fig. 1 . The coverage of a typical PTI test is represented by the portion of the distribution between L and U, which define the target interval. The portions of the distribution below L and above U represent the tails. In this paper, we refer to the maximum allowable area in either tail as Pmax TA . Since the proportion in either tail equals Pmax TA , the distribution in Fig. 1 illustrates a batch of limiting quality, which has a very small probability of being judged acceptable. For both a typical PTI test and the PTI-TOST, batch quality is determined by first sampling from a batch and then analytically testing the sample. In a typical PTI test, a tolerance interval that is directly related to coverage is calculated using the analytical results and is compared to the target interval. If the calculated tolerance interval is contained within the target interval, the batch passes the test. By contrast, for a PTI-TOST, two one-sided tolerance limits (which are directly related to the tail areas of the distribution) are calculated using the analytical results and compared to L and U, respectively. If both one-sided tolerance limits are inside the target interval (higher than L and lower than U), the batch passes the test.
The Complete FDA DDU Test
The DDU test proposed by the FDA in October 2005 included a two-tier PTI-TOST with Pmax TA =6.25% and overall α=0.05 distributed between tiers according to the Lan-DeMets implementation of the Pocock method (see Appendix), and additional non-parametric criteria that the sample mean must fall between 85% and 115% LC (4). In a follow-up presentation (5), FDA clarified that the requirement on sample means must be applied to BOU and EOU Fig. 1 . Illustration of the distribution of doses within a batch and of the maximum allowable proportion of doses in either tail area (Pmax TA ) above or below specified dose content limits U and L separately. Therefore, for a sample size of N 1 =20 and N 2 =40, the PTI-TOST as proposed by the FDA can be described as follows. If the criteria in Eqs. 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d or 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d (in case tier 2 is needed) are met, the batch passes the test.
A closed form for calculating K 1 and K 2 is given in the Appendix. From that formula, it is apparent that K 1 and K 2 depend on the overall α, α 1 , and α 2 , Pmax TA , total sample size N, and sample size in the first tier N 1 but not on the target interval. A number of values for K 1 and K 2 have been calculated for various test protocols and are presented in the second article of this series.
Operating Characteristic Curves
This article uses operating characteristic (OC) curves to investigate various scenarios and to elucidate the test's characteristics. OC curves graphically illustrate the probability of passing a defined test under a given set of conditions (e.g., μ and σ) (6). OC curves are also useful for comparing probabilities of passing different tests, multiple tests, or tests run under different scenarios. In this article, OC curves were generated using standard statistical methods assuming a normal data distribution. The test's performance with non-normal distributions is studied in the third paper of this series.
RESULTS

OC Curves for the PTI-TOST
This section presents the OC curves for the FDA DDU test as introduced above.
For the complete FDA DDU test, the OC curves in this section represent, for different values of batch μ and σ, the following acceptance probability:
Pr T L ! 80; T U 120; 85 X BOU 115; 85 X EOU 115 ; j À Á Figure 2 presents OC curves for batches with the mean ranging from on-target to 18% off-target. As these curves show, the probability of passing the FDA DDU test is highest when μ= 100 (Δ=0) and σ is small. As μ approaches 80 or 120 (Δ=20) or as σ approaches 12, it is nearly impossible to pass the test. It is of interest to investigate the influence of the nonparametric criteria for the life-stage means (expressed in Eqs. 1c, 1d, 2c, and 2d) on the operating characteristics of the test. The OC curves for testing scenarios with and without the life-stage means component are illustrated by Fig. 3 . The thick dashed and solid lines show the complete PTI-TOST, and the thin dashed and solid lines show PTI-TOST without the life-stage means criteria. The two are nearly identical except when the batch is off-target by more than 15% LC. It is clear from Fig. 3 that the failure mode is mostly a function of the PTI portion of the test until the batch life-stage means approach 85% LC or 115% LC. When the batch is off-target by exactly 15% LC, failure by the life-stage means portion of the test occurs at a 50% rate, with the remaining probability due to the PTI-TOST. When the batch is off-target by more than 15% LC, failure is nearly certain.
Coverage Requirements for the FDA DDU Test
In this section, we examine coverage requirements implied by the FDA DDU test in order to provide a more complete understanding of the performance of the test. A comparison of the acceptance probability from the perspective of coverage and tail areas is described in Figs. 4 and 5. Table I lists coverages required to pass the FDA DDU test with a given probability. Figure 4 illustrates how each one-sided test performs individually with respect to the tail areas (top panel) and with respect to coverage (bottom panel). The top panel in Fig. 4 confirms that the FDA DDU test controls the tail area as designed. The acceptance rate is 5% when the tail area is 6.25% regardless of the batch mean so that the OC curves exactly overlap. The bottom panel on Fig. 4 presents the probability of acceptance as a function of coverage, which is the proportion of the DDU values within the target interval. As the non-overlapping OC curves demonstrate, the coverage requirement for the one-sided test changes with the batch mean. For instance, when the batch is exactly on target (solid line) and has an 87.5% coverage (vertical line), it will pass the single one-sided (one-tail) test with 5% probability (horizontal line). For off-target batches (dotted lines), higher coverages (on the x-axis) are required to pass the single "one-tail" test with the same 5% probability. For example, a batch 4% off-target must have 92.7% coverage to pass the single "one-tail" test with 5% probability.
Similarly, Fig. 5 presents OC curves for the PTI-TOST, composed of TOST. The top panel shows the OC curves as a function of the tail area (%units in the DDU distribution outside 100 ± 20% LC). When two single-tail tests are combined, the OC curves are not overlapping, and the probability of acceptance for batches with tail areas that do not exceed 6.25% is far below the 5% observed for each single-tail test. For a batch on target, each of the tails must be no more than 4.25% in order to have 5% acceptance Fig. 2 . Tier 1 and overall (both tiers) probability for FDA DDU test. The standard deviation (σ) is given on the horizontal axis. The left and right panels, respectively, show the tier 1 and overall (both tiers) probability of passing the test for various off-target deviations of the batch mean (Δ from 0% to 18%) All curves in the top panel overlap probability (i.e., 91.5% coverage is required). This effect is due to multiplicity as the testing of each tail independently increases the probability of failure. The bottom panel presents the OC curves as a function of the batch coverage. The coverage required for a 5% acceptance is 91.5% and increases for offtarget batches. For example, for a batch 4% off target, 92.7% coverage is needed to pass with 5% rate. There is a hypothetical possibility for the coverage requirement to decrease when the deviation off-target increases (see Appendix). Table I includes specific numbers for a range of acceptance rates for the complete FDA DDU test and could be used by sponsors as a reference tool when developing target performance criteria and controls for their products.
DISCUSSION
The test characterized in this article was proposed by the FDA after an intense effort spearheaded by the joint working group under the ACPS, comprised of scientists from FDA and the International Pharmaceutical Aerosol Consortium on Regulation & Science (IPAC-RS). During these discussions, IPAC-RS presented to FDA several different PTI approaches, including the Lieberman-Resnikoff method (7), polygon approximations of the Lieberman-Resnikoff method, PTI test with the "zone of indifference" as in USP <905> (8, 9) , PTI test with an additional criterion on the sample's maximum standard deviation (as in the IPAC-RS 2001 proposal) (10), and others. These options were developed in order to ensure constant batch coverage for a given pass rate, regardless of the batch mean. If a test for coverage is desired, those and other options (11-13) might be considered. In contrast, the FDA chose an approach to control product quality not directly through coverage but through controlling the maximum allowed proportion of the DDU distribution in either tail.
By design, and as the results presented in this paper illustrate, the performance of the PTI-TOST is determined not by the coverage (the proportion of DDU observations PTI-TOST parametric tolerance interval two one-sided tests, LC label claim, BOU beginning of unit, EOU end of unit inside the target interval) but by the proportion of DDU observations in either tail, tested separately. For clarity, it would be beneficial therefore to refer to the PTI-TOST by its maximum allowable tail area Pmax TA (e.g., 6 .25%) rather than by the coverage (e.g., 87.5%). The fact that, for a specific case (a batch with the mean of 100%LC), the overlap of two one-sided intervals (100−2×6.25%=87.5%) happens to equal the coverage typically used in PTI tests is coincidental. As the batch moves off-target, the coverage requirement increases (Table I) . Moreover, the results illustrate that very high batch coverages (99% or greater) are needed to comply with the studied test for a product to be commercially viable (acceptance probability over 98%), as shown in Table I . The practical implication is that this test provides an incentive to have batches on target with very low variability, most of the time. In this case, relatively small sample sizes and high pass rates will be the norm. If batches are off-target and/or have high variability (e.g., due to analytical variability for low-dose products), larger sample sizes will be required to accurately characterize the batch quality.
The results (Fig. 3 ) also indicate that the life-stage mean criteria have little impact on the test outcomes except in extreme cases (i.e., when batches' means consistently deviate from target by close to 15% LC and/or the differences between BOU and EOU means are consistently large). The OC curves for the PTI-TOST with and without the additional life-stage criteria overlap for both tiers until the batch mean's deviation from target reaches 15% LC (upper row in Fig. 3) . The impact of a non-zero life-stage mean difference (i.e., a deviation from the basic assumptions addressed in Part 1) will be addressed in Part 3 of this series.
The accompanying papers (Parts 2 and 3) address the effects of changing test parameters and the robustness of the test. In particular, those papers show that increasing sample size, target interval, or maximum allowable tail area increases the probability of acceptance and that the PTI-TOST is reasonably robust to most likely types of deviations from normality.
The presented characterization applies to a single instance of testing. When products are tested on stability, the same batch is tested multiple times, and therefore, its overall probability of acceptance will be lower even if the batch quality does not change. This multiplicity problem (14) is not unique to the PTI test but should be taken into account when proposing an appropriate testing scheme and acceptance criteria.
CONCLUSIONS
The test proposed by FDA for control of delivered dose uniformity in OINDPs is a two one-sided PTI test, which controls the maximum allowable proportion in each tail (areas outside the target interval) of the DDU distribution, tested separately, rather than controlling coverage of the target interval directly. One of the consequences of this test's construction is that the required batch coverages are higher than would be required based on a direct coverage approach. In addition, because the test uses the simplest PTI form, the coverage required for passing with any given probability depends on the batch mean. develop a PTI approach for control of dose uniformity in OINDP. 
APPENDIX Parametric Tolerance Intervals
A tolerance interval is a statistical confidence interval for a specified proportion of a population. A tolerance interval test is a statistical procedure that employs one or more tolerance intervals to compare competing hypotheses in order to examine specific characteristics of a population. The first tolerance interval publication is credited to Wilks (15) . Later, Wald and Wolfowitz (16) wrote a pioneering paper on PTIs using normal distribution theory. Hahn and Meeker (17) published an overview of various statistical intervals, including the parametric and non-parametric tolerance interval. For more general methods to compute PTIs (such as a situation involving variance components), see, for example, Wolfinger (18) and Liao et al. (19) . The PTI test proposed by FDA involves two one-sided tolerance intervals (20, 21) ; the description used in this study follows from normal distribution theory, as given in Section 11.2 of Odeh and Owen (22) .
The goal of a tolerance interval test is to determine whether a pre-specified proportion (coverage) of values of an attribute (e.g., DDU) in a certain population (e.g., a manufactured batch) falls inside a target interval [L, U], where the values L and U should be set based on the product's development or historical data for that attribute (e.g., DDU) and clinical goals. The intervals of interest could be specified as sets of inequalities, such as two one-sided "observations>L" or "observations<U" or a two-sided "L< observations<U." The portions of the distribution outside the target interval are typically called tails.
To illustrate the tolerance interval test concept, suppose there is a need to determine whether at least 87.5% of DDU values from a batch fall within a pre-specified target interval. If the entire batch were sampled, the proportion of observations falling within the target interval could be determined directly. For a destructive test such as DDU, it is not practical to sample the entire batch. If 20 DDU observations were made on randomly selected units from a batch, a tolerance interval could be constructed, which contains at least 87.5% of units in the batch. Figure 6 (left panel) shows the density of a normal distribution with μ=100 and σ=5. The area between the dashed vertical lines contains the middle 87.5% of the distribution. A two-sided tolerance interval can be constructed to contain the middle 87.5% (for example, see Wald and Wolfowitz). Alternatively, two one-sided tolerance intervals could be constructed to contain, respectively, the lower and upper 6.25% "tail" quantiles. By containing the lower and upper 6.25% quantiles, the combined endpoints of the two one-sided intervals contain at least 87.5% of the distribution. The right panel of Fig. 6 shows the combined endpoints of two one-sided tolerance intervals for the middle 87.5% of the batch, as derived from a randomly generated sample with 20 observations taken from a normal distribution with μ=100 and σ=5.
Given the data represented in the right-hand panel of Fig. 6, if the target interval was [90, 110] , the batch would fail the tolerance interval test since one or more (in this case both) endpoints of the one-sided tolerance intervals are outside of the target interval. On the other hand, given a target interval of [80, 120] , the batch would pass since both endpoints of the one-sided tolerance intervals are contained inside the target interval.
Assuming that the data follow a normal distribution, the respective formulae for lower and upper one-sided lower tolerance intervals are given by X À K s ("observations>L") and X þ K s ("observations<U"), where X is the sample mean, s is the sample standard deviation, and K is a function (to be given in the following section) of sample size, confidence level, and coverage.
Typically, confidence and coverage for a tolerance interval are denoted by 100(1−α)% confidence/100p% coverage, and the values for α and p are set during design of the test.
In two-sided PTI tests, where the focus of the test is on the middle portion, the proportion p is related to the limiting quality [also known as reject quality level (RQL), unacceptable quality level (UQL), lot tolerance percent defective (LTPD), or minimum acceptable quality level (MAQL)].
The PTI-TOST employs two one-sided 100(1−α)%/100 (1+p)/2% tolerance intervals for hypothesis testing. In this case, α is the significance level of the test (maximum type I error), which is formally defined as the largest probability that, upon testing a sample of data, the null hypothesis of a given test is rejected when in fact the null hypothesis is true. In the PTI-TOST, there is no direct translation between p and the requirement on coverage. Even though the two tails and the middle portion of a population complement each other, the statistical properties of a two one-sided "tail" test are different from those of a two-sided "coverage" test. A TOST imposes higher coverage requirements on the batch than a two-sided test using the same p. In place of confidence and coverage, therefore, it is more accurate to describe the PTI-TOST by significance level (α) and maximum allowable tail area (Pmax TA ).
Tolerance Interval Test
This section shows how two one-sided tolerance intervals can be used as the test statistics for a hypothesis test such as the PTI-TOST. The notation and assumptions laid out in the main article will be used throughout the Appendix.
Given a closed target interval [L, U] and a maximum allowable tail-area Pmax TA , consider the following two sets of hypotheses. With a significance level α, the hypotheses can be examined via two one-sided 100(1−α)%/100(1−Pmax TA )% tolerance intervals. Let the two one-sided tolerance intervals be given by
(q, df, ncp) is the inverse T cumulative distribution function taken at the qth quantile with df degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter ncp, and Z a is the inverse standard normal cumulative distribution function taken at the ath quantile. Note that as N→∞, T L ! À Z 1ÀPmaxTA and
If T L ≥L, we reject H 01 , and if T U ≤U, we reject H0 2 , and thus conclude that no more than 100 Pmax TA % of the Fig. 6 . The probability density function of a normal distribution with mean 100 and standard deviation 5. The area between the dashed vertical lines contains the 87.5% of the population. The right panel also shows 20 observations sampled from this normal distribution (crosses) and two one-sided tolerance intervals (horizontal segments) that, combined, contain the middle 87.5% of the population. Each interval was constructed with 95% confidence population lies in either tail (i.e., no more than 100 Pmax TA % is <L and no more than 100 Pmax TA % of the population is >U). This ensures that at least 100(1-2 Pmax TA )% of the population lies between L and U. Each of the two sets of hypotheses uses significance level α. Because this testing strategy is an example of an intersection-union test (23) , the significance level for H0 is also α.
The set of parameters that satisfy the null hypothesis (H0) is given by D ¼ ; : Lþ f Z 1ÀPmaxTA or Q U À Z 1ÀPmax TA g. The significance level α is the largest probability of rejecting H0 when μ and σ satisfy Θ, or put into an equation:
Þ . For sufficiently small σ, the probability is maximized when
Any other set of parameters (μ, σ) in the null hypothesis space will result in a type I error smaller than α.
To examine this concept further, consider two populations and assume that α=0.05, Pmax TA =6.25%, [L, U]= [80, 120] . For the first population, μ=85 and σ=3.26 (small relative to [L, U]), so that the area of the left tail is 6.25% and the area of the right tail is approximately 0%. This population is (just barely) contained in Θ, and the probability to reject the null hypothesis is approximately 5%. For the second population, μ=100 and σ=13.04 so that each of the tail areas is 6.25%. This second population is also (just barely) contained in Θ, but the probability to reject the null hypothesis is less than 1%. Even though the two given scenarios (μ=85, σ=3.26) and (μ=100, σ=13.04) are both considered to represent limiting quality under the PTI-TOST, they have drastically different probabilities of being accepted because the first distribution reaches the maximum allowable tail area in only one tail, while the second distribution reaches the maximum allowable tail area in both tails. This feature of the PTI-TOST is illustrated in Fig. 7 .
In Fig. 7 , the solid and dashed curves illustrate the distributions of two batches of extreme limiting quality. The dashed curve has a total of only Pmax TA in its tails, while the solid curve has a total 2 Pmax TA in its tails. The two curves, respectively, exemplify the maximum (probability= 0.05) and minimum (probability= 0.0025) type I error from batches of extreme limiting quality. Although the PTI-TOST logically rejects batches with 2 Pmax TA in its tails more often than batches with Pmax TA in its tails, it may be considered an odd feature of the test that, while both batches meet the limiting quality standard, the batch that is greatly off-target has a much lower chance of being rejected than the on-target batch.
Significance Level for the PTI-TOST
The PTI-TOST is a "sequential test" in which second-tier statistics are computed on first-tier data plus additional second-tier units. In a two-tier sequential test, a set of hypotheses (a null and an alternative) are compared, first with N 1 observations. Should the null hypothesis fail to be rejected, additional N 2 observations are collected and the hypotheses are compared again with N 1 +N 2 observations. To achieve an overall (both-tiers) significance level of α=0.05, an "alpha-spending" scheme must be put into place. The significance levels for each of the tiers 1 and 2 (α 1 and α 2 ) will be smaller than 0.05, their sum not equal to 0.05, and the exact values will depend on the alpha-spending technique chosen. An overview of alpha-spending methods was published by Li and DeMets, (24) who showed that the first-and second-tier values for significance level generally depend on the overall (both tiers) α and on the ratio of N 1 / (N 1 +N 2 ) .
For the DDU test, the FDA proposed choosing α 1 and α 2 by the Lan and DeMets (25) approach using the Pocockalpha spending function. This approach is identical to that used by Hauck and Shaikh (26) who examined multi-stage testing for a two-sided PTI test. The R (27) library "ldbounds" provides a fast way to compute α 1 and α 2 by the Lan and DeMets method. The website http://www.biostat. wisc.edu/landemets/ also provides free software for computing the Lan and DeMets bounds.
As illustrated in the main paper, for the most part, the non-parametric test of the life-stage means has little impact on the PTI-TOST outcomes. In the previous section "Tolerance interval test," the null hypothesis space (without consideration for the life-stage means test) was given by D ¼ ; : L þ Z 1ÀPmaxTA or QU À Z 1ÀPmaxTA f g . The significance level for the FDA PTI-TOST will be smaller (though in practice, only negligibly smaller) as can be seen in the follow equation:
Pr
T L > 80; T U < 120; 85 < X BOU < 115; 85 < X EOU < 115 H0 is true j ! sup
2D
Pr T L > 80; T U < 120 j ð Þ
Because of the non-parametric life-stage means tests, the tier-1 and overall type I errors are not controlled exactly but have respective upper bounds of α 1 and α.
Using the Pocock alpha-spending function, the FDAproposed method for choosing α 1 and α 2 is easily generalized to different sampling plans (e.g., N 1 =20 and N 2 =20). Users should keep in mind that different implementations of the Lan-DeMets method may yield slightly different values for α 1 Fig. 7 . The solid and dashed curves illustrate the distributions of two batches of extreme limiting quality
